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EMG TO FORCE PROCESSING IV: ECCENTRICCONCENTRIC CONTRACTIONS ON A SPRINGFLYWHEEL SET UP* A. L. HOF and Jw. VAN DEN BERC; Laboratory for Medical Physics, State University Groningen, Bloemsingel 10 9712 KZ Groningen, The Netherlands Abstract - In walking, and in many other common activities, the calf muscles contract in such a way that muscle stretching (eccentric contraction) precedes muscle shortening (concentric contraction). The performance of the EMG to fora processor described in Part I of this series of papers is evaluated for this kind of contraction by means of a pedai driven spring-flywheel set-up. Values for the work J M@dr and the integrated torque J M dr were both measured and obtained from the EMG processor. The results indicate that the error of the processorfor eccentric-concentriccontractions is of the same order of magnitude as found for concentric-eccentric contractions (Part III). This finding, together with the satisfactory degree of accuracy, suggeststhat the EMG to force processing method can be a useful tool for the measurement of the force and work of a single muscle, or synergistic muscle group, in biomechanics.



INTRODUCTION



Part IV of a series (Parts I-III : Hof and Van den Berg, 1981a,b,c), devoted lo the description and the testing of an EMG to force processing method. In Part III the functioning of the method was demonstrated and its accuracy was assessed. This was done for the calf muscles in tilting contractions, in which the body weight is first moved up: the muscle first shortens and it is stretched when the body comes down again. We thought it appropriate to perform some additional experiments in which this order is reversed, in which stretching precedes shortening: eccentric-concentric contractions. These eccentric-concentric contractions are performed by many muscles in common activities such as walking (Morrison, 1970). This also holds for the calf muscles. Figure 1 shows a recording of walking obtained with the EMG*to force processor. Both the torque and the work are given. From the angle registration it can be seen clearly that in the first part of the stance phase the muscle is stretched - negative work is done - while it shortens during the push-off: positive work. The question to be answered is : are the torque recordings and the work data obtained by EMG to force processing also reliable in these eccentric-concentric contractions? This was investigated, completely analogous to the procedure with the torque plate experiments, by comparing the values for the work W and the integrated torque IT obtained from the EMG to force processor with the corresponding measured values. Because the parameters were those determined for the tilting contractions, their correctness is checked once more in these experiments. The measurements were This paper forms
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done with a modified bicycle ergometer, which we will call the spring-flywheel apparatus.



METHODS Spring-&vheeI



apparatus



The main parts of this instrument are given in Fig. 2. A



footplate A, provided with foot fixations, can rotate around an axis C. This axis is coaxial with the pedal axis of a bicycle ergometer. The footplate A and the bicycle pedal B are not rigidly coupled, but positioned such that the bicycle pedal can be pushed down by the footplate. The pedal is coupled via a chain transmission without freewheel W l-2-3-4 to the flywheel F of the ergometer (Lode Instruments). The flywheel is not braked, but a spring E has been mounted on rransmission whal W3 which can rmrsc the movement. In the resting state the bicyck pedal B makes contact with the footplate A. When the foot pushesdown on the footplate, it pushes the pedal with it. The chainwheel W l-2-34 and the flywheel F then start to rotate counter-clockwise, as they are rigidly coupled with the pedal. Due to the flywheel inertia this rotation continues when the foot no longer pushesdown, and the pedal B is then no more in contact with the footplate A (as in Fig. 2). After some free running the rotation of W3 stretchesspring E. Becauseof this the rotation is slowed down and eventually reversed in the clockwise direction. While turning back the pedal at some instant actuates the footplate again and the foot is dorsiflexed. The subject counteracts this movement by straining his calf muscles.As a consequencethe dorsif?exionis first resisted &centric contraction of the calf muscles) and then reversed to a plantarflexion (concentric contraction). The wheels now turn counter-clockwise again and the cycle repeats itself. Thus the muscle action results in a periodic flywheel movement in which the rotation is reversed alternately by the spring and by the subject’s foot. The ankle rotation it measured by an ekctrogopiometer, the torque by strain gaugesS on the crank B (accuracy ca. zO/,). The subject sits on the saddle of the bicyck ergometer, which is mounted such that his kg remains straight. For reasons of simplicity no attempt was made to make the axis of rotation coincident with the ankk axis. As long as the subject does not press his leg downward this does not give appreciable errors.
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Fig. 2. Spring-flywheel apparatus. The functioning is explained in the text. For details of foot fixation see Part III, Fig. 1.



Subjects. procedure The (seven) subjects were the same as in the torque plate



experiments of Part III. The analysis of the data went along similar lines as well. For the contractions the subjects were instructed lo push with thefoot in one movement and to keep the ankle rotation approximately within W-1 10”. This required some habituation, but all subjects could do it without any problems. Antagonist activity was monitored by means of the EMG of the tibialis anterior. In the interval between the movements there was sometimes a slight activity, corresponding to 1ONm at most, for keeping the foot in position. This activity wasalwaysabsent during themovement.In onesubject,no. 3, and in one of two experimental sessions, a stretch reAex was elicited sometimes at the onset of the ankk movement. These casescould be recognized by a large synchronous EMG wave of the soleus. They were not considered in the analysis. Means and standard deviations were obtained for the error in the (absolute values of the) positive work W+, the negative work W- and the integrated torque for the seven subjects. The number of contractions was between 20 and 37. The range of the measured values for one subject was between 600/,and 14oo/,of the mean,except for W- in subjects4, Sand 6, which varied from 1 lo 8 J. The error of the measured values of W and IT was estimated lo be less than 1 J and 4Nms respectively.



A conclusion from the cited paper was that if the data of a series of contracCons are averaged, the error of the mean value has a Gaussian distribution with mean + 6% and s-d. 1l”/b. In Figs. 4 and 5 the 95:; confidence limits according to this distribution (+ 6 k 22%) have been drawn. It is clearly shown that all 14 mean values for W + and IT fall within these limits. For values of the work below 10 J there were insufficient data in Part III to assess confidence limits. As a conservative estimate it may serve that the absolute



RESULTS



Figure 3 shows an example of a recording. We see that the main features of the walking recording (Fig. 1) are present: the contractions begin with a negative work phase, the EMG stops in most cases abruptly and the torque has the correct order of magnitude. The velocities might have been somewhat larger. In Fig. 4 the mean and the standard deviation of the processor work W (positive and negative) are given as a function of the mean of the measured work. Figure 5 shows the analogousdiagram for the integrated torque IT. These figures can be compared with Figs. 7 and 8 in Part III, which give the same data for tilting contractions.
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Fig. 4. Processor performance for eccentric-concentric contractions: work obtained from the processor as a function of measured work. For each subject mean and standard deviation of the series of contractions are given. The 95”,. confidence limits for tilting contractions f +6’, + 22”.,) are indicated by the dashed lines.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but now for the integrated torque jM dt.



error remainsconstant below 10 Jat +0.6 & 1.1 J. The corresponding 95% confidence limits have been drawn in the W- region of Fig. 4. Table 1 gives the peak values of the error in the torque, (M - M,),,, over the series of contractions. Although some reservation has to be made when comparing this table with thecorresponding Table 3 of Part III (e.g. the number of contractions is not the same), systematic differences are not apparent. DISCUSSION



The results presented here show that the errors in the EMG to force processing for eccentric-concentric contractions stay within the limits derived from concentric-eccentric (tilting) contractions. Eccentricconcentric contractions obviously do not impose extra difficulties to the processor. We thusfeelconfident that our processing method can be used without restrictions with respect to the type of movement’. An example of the application of the processor has already been given in Fig. 1. This recording of the calf muscle torque in walking can be compared with data of other authors, obtained by means of a force plate and cinematography. A significant point of difference, Table 1. Peak error. Peak error (negative; positive) of the processor torque. (M - M,),,,,in Nm, for eccentricconcentric contractions. Values for both phases have been gwen separately. The maximal torque in a contraction was between 60 and 180 Nm, i.e. 0.8- 1.5 x the reference torque. Subject
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37 32 21 20 20 23 23 _ __~__



Concentric -2: -20; -12: -34; -38: -26; -24;



+44 +20 +32 +50 +24 -1-24 +44



Eccentric -30: -30; -16: -8; 0; -28: -32:



+36 +24 +20 +44 +40 +16 +40
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however, is that the latter method provides the total ankle torque, the indivisible sum of agonist and antagonist torques, while EMG processing gives the torque of the calf muscles only. (In principle even the soleus and gastrocnemius torques might be separated.) Apart from the beginning of the stance phase, when there is a slight negative torque due to a contraction of the antagonist M. tibialis anterior, we find that the course of the torque in Fig. I fits well within the relatively wide range of the recordings of various subjects as given by Bresler and Frank1 (1950), Capouo et al. (1976) and Pedotti (1977). We can, for example, compare the peak torque at push-off. In Fig. 1 the peak torque in nine subsequent steps ranges from 120-160Nm at a walking velocity of I m/s. Literature data are: 100-136Nm (Bresler and Frankel, 1950: four subjects), 160Nm (Capozzo er ol., 1976: one subject), 100-160 Nm (Pedotti, 1977 : three subjects) and 137 Nm (Winter, 1979: one subject). Figure 1 gives also values of the muscle work: 1l-l.5 J for the negative and 3-19 J for the positive work. Reported values for negative and positive work are, respectively : 20 and 28 J (Capozzo. 1976) and 13 and 35 J (Bresler and Berry. 1951). The literature data were obtained at walking speeds of 1.15 to 1.44 m:s, somewhat higher than ours. In Fig. 1 it can be seen that variations from step to step in the torque and work -especially in the positive work -can be considerable. This complicates a comparison with the literature data. which are based on single steps. The idea fundamental to our processing method. the proportionality between rectified EMG and active state, can be traced back to Bigland and Lippold (1954), 25 years ago. It is therefore not surpnsing that several other investigations into the EMG-fo:ce relationship in dynamical contractions have been reported. Most authors have confined themselves to isometric contractions: Coggshal and Bekey (1970). Gottlieb and Agarwal(l971). Calvert and Chapman I 1977) and Crosby (1978). The> consldered the relation bet\\een rectified EMG and muscle force as a linear black box and determined the transfer function. Relatikel! simple second-order transfer functions were found. but the fit with the measured force was not ver\ good. especially not for rapidly carymg forces. Closer to our work come the studies of Yager (1972) on the cat triceps surae. and Chapman and Calvert (1979) on the human elbow flexors. as their experiments included non-isometric contractions. In Yager’s muscle model there is no series-elastic component. This will introduce serious errors because the SEC greatly influences the CC length and velocity (cf. Part III, Fig. 4). A drawback common to both studies is that they compare active states: one derived from the measured force (which in\ol\es a differentiation) and one obtained from the EMG b! linear filtering with a short time constant. Both signals are una\oidabl! rather nois!. and the correlarion between them ~111 always be rather poor. Thi\ p~~\ 
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EMG TO FORCE PROCESSING II: ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS 
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